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CITIES



54% of world population



¾ of global GDP



The world is in trouble.
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Flooding in Jakarta, Indonesia
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I-35W Mississippi River bridge collapse in Minneapolis, USA
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Health officials taking temperatures of passengers arriving at the Nairobi airport, Kenya
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Crowding in Chennai, India
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Yiwu, China produces 60% of the world’s Christmas decorations and accessories
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In 2009, the deadliest bush fire in Australia’s history caused over 173 deaths and 
destroyed over 2,000 homes in and around Melbourne.
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Traffic Jam in Lagos, Nigeria



10%
Cities are the 
future. 1800



54%
Cities are the 
future. 2017



205075%
Cities are the 
future.



The time to build

resilience is now.





Urban Resilience  is the capacity of 

individuals, communities, institutions, businesses, and 

systems within a city to survive, adapt, and grow no 

matter what kinds of chronic stresses and acute 

shocks they experience.



ACUTE
SHOCKS



CHRONIC
STRESS



URBAN
RESILIENCE
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The Power of Urban Resilience

Medellín, Colombia
1988
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The Power of Urban Resilience

Medellín, Colombia
TODAY



“We took a view that
everything is interconnected—
education, culture, libraries,
safety, public spaces.”

— FEDERICO RESTREPO, former Director of Municipal Planning in Medellín
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The Power of Urban Resilience

Flickr user: niconectado

Outdoor escalator in Comuna 13



Metrocable gondola system in Medellín



Orquideorama in the Botanical Gardens of Medellín



Resilience Dividend

INCREASED
ECONOMIC  
OPPORTUNITY

EMPOWERED
THE ECONOMICALLY 
DISADVANTAGED

REDUCED 
CRIME AND 

VIOLENCE

ENHANCED
COMMUNITY 

CONNECTEDNESS

MEDELLIN



This is what we—along with
every one of you—are going to help

make happen in every city in the world.

Starting with 100.





100 Cities



10,000 Cities



Partnering with cities for a better today 
and a stronger tomorrow.

CHIEF RESILIENCE OFFICER

GLOBAL NETWORK

RESILIENCE STRATEGY

GLOBAL PARTNERSHIPS

Urban 
Transformation



IMAGE: CROs?

NYC Chief Resilience Officer Daniel Zarrilli with Mayor Bill de Blasio 



IMAGE: RESILIENCE STRATEGY PLANNING SESSION PHOTO?

Resilience Strategy planning workshop in Oakland







Global Network



MEASURING RESILIENCE:

CITY RESILIENCE FRAMEWORK
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City Reslience 
Framework

12 drivers that determine 
the 

city’s ability to withstand 
a wide range 

of shocks and stresses.

Section 3: 
From 100 to 10,000



Health & Wellbeing
The health and wellbeing of 

everyone living and working in the 
city.

Meets basic needs

Supports livelihood & employment

Ensures public health services



Economy & Society
The social and financial 

organizations that enable urban 
populations to live peacefully, and 

act collectively.

Promotes cohesive
& engaged economies

Ensures social stability, security & 
justice

Fosters economic prosperity



Infrastructure & Environment
The way in which manmade and 
natural infrastructure provides 
critical services, protects, and 

connects 
urban citizens.

Provides & enhances natural & 
manmade assets

Ensures continuity of 
critical services

Provides reliable communications & 
mobility



Leadership & Strategy
Effective leadership, empowered 

stakeholders, and integrated 
planning.

Provides leadership & effective
management

Empowers a broad range of 
stakeholders

Fosters long-term 
& integrated planning
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Multiple factors 
contribute 

to resilience

Section 3: 
From 100 to 10,000
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Medellín,
Colombia

1988

LEGEND
Good Fair Poor

Section 3: 
From 100 to 10,000
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Medellín,
Colombia

TODAY

LEGEND
Good Fair Poor

Section 3: 
From 100 to 10,000





REGIONAL MODULE:

100RC IMPACT
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The Change We See

Moving Together Toward a 
Resilient Semarang

Semarang, 
Indonesia



IGES – Public Transit Co-Benefit Analysis in Semarang

RESILIENCE CHALLENGE
What improvements can the City of Semarang make to its transport system that will reduce 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and improve air quality?

THE SERVICE
IGES – Analysis of air quality and climate change co-benefits of 
transportation plans

IGES, in collaboration with the Asian Institute of Technology (AIT) and local researchers from Diponegoro
University (UNDIP) worked with the city to develop a transport co-benefits action plan that helps Semarang 
implement transportation policies with significant co-benefits.



IGES – Public Transit Co-Benefit Analysis in Semarang

 IGES, AIT and UNDIP helped government officials collect data for an emissions inventory

 Using this data, the partners identified three emissions reduction scenarios and estimated 
the reductions in pollutants and GHG emissions: 
 modal shift improvement due to expansion of BRT Trans system
 driving behavior (eco-driving) of BRT
 introducing low emission vehicles for new corridors and revitalization of old fleets

 The results of the study were shared in a policy dialogue with policymakers and 
stakeholders, who selected one scenario for further study

 Policymakers are now considering the improving operations and expansion of BRT Trans 
Semarang to encourage more riders to take public transit

 Launched collaboration on a set of guidelines to boost BRT ridership with the Institute for 
Transport and Development Policy (ITDP)

OUTCOMES



NEW –
Collaboration for 

emissions 
reductions 

across the 100RC 
Network: 

Semarang, 
Indonesia & 

Toyama, Japan

*Slide Courtesy of Institute 

of Global Environmental 
Strategies



IGES – Public Transit Co-Benefit Analysis in Semarang

 Increase in public transit has multiple benefits, including reduction of traffic congestion, 
emissions reductions, improvement in air quality, and public health benefits

 Surveys sent to city departments, local drivers, and local communities built awareness 
of how to reduce emissions

 Workshop facilitated department buy-in from multiple agencies, who learned to share 
information 

 Engagement increased interdepartmental coordination among the transportation 
department, the environment department, and BAPPEDA (regional development 
planning agency)

 Partner Network collaboration between IGES, Save the Children, and ETH Zurich
 Save the Children shared information of what they learned in Semarang with IGES
 IGES is helping ETH Zurich by sharing their data

BENEFITS



IGES – Public Transit Co-Benefit Analysis in Semarang

 IGES received funding to continue the study
 IGES is working with other Japanese NGOs to run an that awareness raising campaign 

promoting safe bicycling as well as taking the bus which asks students to write or draw a 
picture of what they envision as sustainable and safe bus system with awards for most 
innovative ideas.

 Will study modal shift improvement for Semarang’s BRT system

 IGES will help the city simulate the expansion of the BRT system, and will analyze potential 
emissions reduction from increased public transit use

 Early 2018 – Semarang will host a consensus-building workshop with academics, NGOs, and 
government leaders to formalize buy-in and delivery of a policy recommendation

NEXT STEPS



Thank you


